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Introduction Long latency auditory evoked potentials, especially P300, have been
used for clinical evaluation of mental processing. Many factors can interfere with
Auditory Evoked Potential - P300 results, suggesting large intra and inter-subject
variations.
Objective The objective of the study was to identify the reliability of P3 components
(latency and amplitude) over 4–6 weeks and the most stable auditory stimulus with the
best test-retest agreement.
Methods Ten normal-hearing women participated in the study. Only subjects without
auditory processing problems were included. To determine the P3 components, we
elicited long latency auditory evoked potential (P300) by pure tone and speech stimuli,
and retested after 4–6 weeks using the same parameters. We identiﬁed P300 latency
and amplitude by waveform subtraction.
Results We found lower coefﬁcient of variation values in latency than in amplitude,
with less variability analysis when speech stimulus was used. There was no signiﬁcant
correlation in latency measures between pure tone and speech stimuli, and sessions.
There was a signiﬁcant intrasubject correlation between measures of latency and
amplitude.
Conclusion These ﬁndings show that amplitude responses are more robust for the
speech stimulus when compared with its pure tone counterpart. The P300 indicated
stability for latency and amplitude measures when the test-retest was applied. Reliability
was higher for amplitude than for latency, with better agreement when the pure tone
stimulus was used. However, further research with speech stimulus is needed to clarify
how these stimuli are processed by the nervous system.

Introduction
Long latency auditory evoked potentials (LLAEP) have been
used to monitor neurophysiological changes that compromise the cortical regions of the auditory pathway, in relation
to skills such as cognitive processing, memory, attention, and
auditory discrimination.
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The P300 is considered an endogenous potential, since it
reﬂects the individual’s functional use of the stimulus and
does not depend directly on their physical characteristics.1 It
is related to cognitive skills, perception, and attention. The P3
component occurs when individuals consciously recognize a
change in auditory stimulus.2,3
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The exact location of the origin of the P300 wave remains
unknown. The possible neural generators of N200 and P300
waves result from the joint participation of several neural
structures, that is, multiple generators. They involve areas of
the supratemporal auditory cortex (N2), frontal cortex, and
hippocampus (P300).3,4 LLAEPs evaluate the cortical activity
involved in discrimination, integration, and attention skills.3,5
To elicit the P300, a wide variety of paradigms have been
used, of which the “oddball” paradigm is the most utilized. In
a process of active attention, different stimuli, with the same
modality and different characteristics,6 are presented in a
series such that one of them occurs relatively infrequently,
that is, the oddball.7
The amplitude of the P300 wave is highly inﬂuenced by
individual characteristics and latency over the time neural
activity takes to travel along the auditory pathway, including
time spent in synaptic transmission and neural conduction.8
Several authors9–17 have demonstrated that P300 latency
and/or amplitude values in normal adults are replicable and
stable, with no statistically signiﬁcant test-retest differences
at different time intervals. By contrast, other studies18,19 have
exhibited test-retest variability in the P300 wave.
Studies have reported that a large number of factors can
interfere in P300 results, although without reaching consensus. Primarily the attention component,3,4 stimulus intensity
interferes directly in measures of wave amplitude and
latency.20 Advancing age leads to variations in P300 values
such as increased latency,21,22 decreased amplitude,23 and
cognitive development.24 In children, the development
changes observed in AEPs are related not only to anatomical
and functional elements, but also to organizational patterns
that occur with behavior and learning.24 Normal variation
results from the association between age and cognitive
maturity.3,24–26 There are also reports of sex and menstrual
cycle interference.19,27
In light of the vast clinical applications of LLAEPs and the
signiﬁcant intra and interindividual variation, the test-retest
stability of the P300 wave should be investigated.

Objective
The aim of the present study was to analyze test-retest (4–6
weeks apart) amplitude and latency variability of the P300 wave,
using different auditory stimuli (pure tone and speech) in young
adult women, without auditory processing disorders (APD).

Methods
The study was approved under protocol number 1376/11, and
all participants gave their informed consent.

Participants
We selected the sample by convenience and was justiﬁed by
the proﬁle of students in the speech therapy course. Ten
women, non-smoking, ranging in age between 17 and
30 years participated in the study.
As for some studies’ conclusion that menstrual cycle and
use of oral contraceptives do not affect the P300 wave or other
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ERP components,28–30 we decided against controlling this
variable.
Inclusion criteria were having a normal peripheral auditory system and auditory processing. Exclusion criteria were
the presence of hearing loss, history of neurological and/or
cognitive disorders, and the use of drugs acting on the central
nervous system. Subjects received orientation for testing of
AEPs as follows: avoid taking tea, coffee, and chocolate in the
preceding 24 hours.

Procedures
The individuals underwent a basic audiological assessment
consisting of tonal audiometry, vocal audiometry, and imitanciometry. Next, auditory processing behavior was assessed as a
diagnostic criterion and only individuals with no auditory
processing disorders were included in the present study.
LLAEP- P300 was recorded with a two-channel Smart EP
USB Jr system (Intelligent Hearing System, Miami, USA), in a
quiet setting. We placed electrodes on the vertex (Cz) and on
each side of the ear (A1 for the left ear and A2 for the right ear),
with the ground electrode (Fpz) on the forehead, in accordance
with the international 10–20 system.31 We assessed the right
and left ears separately, using ER-3A insert earphones. Skin was
cleansed with gauze and abrasive paste. Surface electrodes
were then placed over electrolytic paste (for optimizing electrical conductivity) and ﬁxed with microporous adhesive tape.
Accepted electrode impedance was up to ﬁve ohms, with a
difference of up to two ohms between electrodes.
We used the following parameters to acquire P300: 300
monaural acoustic stimuli at frequencies of 1000 Hz for the
frequent (85%) and 2000 Hz for the rare (15%), intensity of
75 dB SPL; recording window of 510 milliseconds; ﬁlter
between 1 (high-pass) and 30 Hz (low-pass); speed presentation of 1.1 stimuli per second. Rare and frequent stimuli
were randomly presented (oddball paradigm).7 Individuals
remained seated and were instructed to pay attention and
count out loud the number of occurrences of the rare stimulus, and to avoid artifact contamination caused by eye movement, subjects were asked to keep their eyes ﬁxed on a
target.32 After we recorded P300 results with the pure tone,
we elicited P300 by speech, using the same parameters. The
/DA/ and /BA/ syllables were used for the rare and frequent
acoustic stimulus, respectively.
We performed the analysis of P300 by waveform subtraction. The third waveform resulted from subtracting the
frequent from the rare waveform, and we selected the wave
with the highest positive peak after the N1-P2-N2 complex.5,24 We marked the latency and amplitude of P300 on
this curve. To obtain amplitude values of the P300 wave, the
cursor was placed on the positive polarity wave (P300) as far
as the negative polarity (N2). The latency reference values
used were 225 to 365msec,3 while those for amplitude ranged
between 5 and 20 micro V.4

Statistical Analysis
Data obtained in descriptive analysis and presented in tabular
form are expressed as mean, standard deviation, median,
minimum, and maximum.
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Pearson’s coefﬁcient of variation, a measure of relative
dispersion used to estimate the accuracy of experiments,
represents the standard deviation expressed in percentage
of the mean. Inferential analysis involved the following
methods: Intra-subject agreement regarding measures of
latency and amplitude was assessed by the intraclass correlation coefﬁcient (ICC),33 and we analyzed the variation in
these measures between stimuli (pure tone and speech) or
between the left and right ears using the Wilcoxon signedrank test.
We evaluated the normal distribution of latency and
amplitude measures by the Shapiro-Wilks test. We adopted
a 5% signiﬁcance level, and processed the statistical analysis
using SAS 6.11 software (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, North
Carolina).
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Table 2 Measures of P300 amplitude with pure tone and speech
stimuli, at test and retest
Amplitude (µV)

Pure tone

Speech

Test

Retest

Test

Retest

N

20

20

20

20

Mean

9.8

9.3

13.8

13.4

Median

9.7

7.2

14.1

13.8

SD

4.8

5.6

4.1

4.4

Minimum

3.6

3.0

7.7

5.9

Maximum

18,9

25.8

23.4

23.8

CV

48.9%

60.0%

29.6%

32.6%

CI

2.11

2.44

1.80

1.92

Abbreviations: CI, conﬁdence interval; CV, coefﬁcient of variation; n of
subjects, number of subject; SD, standard deviation.

Results
We studied latency (msec) and amplitude (μV) of the P300
wave in response to right and left ear stimulation for each
variable (acoustic stimulus) and between sessions. We found
no statistically signiﬁcant differences between the right and
left ears, in the electrophysiological assessment of AEP-P300.
Thus, we grouped the ears (n ¼ 20) for analyses.
Lower coefﬁcient of variation values was found for latency,
indicating that this is a more accurate measure, that is, with
less response variability. The coefﬁcient of variation of
latency with speech stimulus was lower than that using
pure tone (►Table 1). The values obtained were similar at
the two assessment sessions, with a lower mean for speech
stimulus than pure tone. The variation in latency between
pure tone and speech stimuli exhibited a descriptive level of
p ¼ 0.75 at test and p ¼ 0.17 at retest, that is, no signiﬁcant
variation between assessments.
►Table 2 shows that measures of amplitude were similar
between sessions, and that the mean values found for the
pure tone stimulus were lower than those obtained for
the speech stimulus. The coefﬁcient of variation was more

Table 1 Measures of P300 latency with pure tone and speech
stimuli, at test and retest
Latency
(msec)

Pure tone
Test

Retest

Speech
Test

Retest

n

20

20

20

20

Mean

279.6

287.3

276.7

278.9

Median

275.5

291.5

276.5

277.0

SD

26.0

25.8

17.9

20.6

Minimum

241

241

254

248

Maximum

323

327

306

324

CV

9.3%

9.0%

6.5%

7.4%

CI

11.39

11.29

7.85

9.04

Abbreviations: CI, conﬁdence interval; CV, coefﬁcient of variation; n of
subjects, number of subject; SD, standard deviation.
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accurate using the speech than the pure tone stimulus. At the
5% level, there was a signiﬁcant increase in amplitude using
the speech stimulus compared with the pure tone, for
p ¼ 0.0003 at test and p ¼ 0.004 at retest.
The intraclass correlation coefﬁcient (ICC) was used to
determine intrasubject agreement on the test-retest with
measures of latency and amplitude using pure tone and
speech stimuli. ►Table 3 contains the intraclass correlation
coefﬁcient (ICC), its respective 95% conﬁdence interval (CI)
and p-value for the measures of latency and amplitude. A
signiﬁcance value of 1% was considered to obtain more robust
interpretations.
There was statistical signiﬁcance for intra-subject testretest, in measures of latency and amplitude. Agreement for
latency was moderate, using both auditory stimuli. For
amplitude, agreement was excellent for pure tone and good
for speech.
►Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate the distribution of P300 amplitude
and latency, for pure tone and speech stimuli between
sessions.

Discussion
Normative data collected during the present study reﬂect that
the P300 wave was signiﬁcantly stable between sessions.
The reliabilities found generally correspond well to those
reported by others.
Ears were grouped (n ¼ 20) since between the ears P300
latency and amplitude showed no statistically signiﬁcant
difference.
Mean latency of the P300 wave in the test-retest for the pure
tone was 279.6msec and 287.3msec, respectively, and for the
speech stimulus 276.7msec and 278.9msec. The mean values
obtained were lower than in other studies with normal adults, all
of which reported a mean of more than 300msec.10,11,17,19,27,34
This disagreement may have occurred in the present study
because auditory processing behavior was assessed, thereby
reducing the interference of difﬁculties in the perceptual processing of auditory information in the nervous system.
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Table 3 Intra-subject agreement in measures of latency and amplitude with pure tone and speech stimuli
Pure tone

Speech

Latency

Amplitude

Latency

Amplitude

Delta

7.8  5.2

0.54  0.66

2.20  4.08

0.42  0.90

ICC

0.58

0.84

0.57

0.60

CI 95%

0.20–0.81

0.65–0.93

0.19–0.80

0.18–0.80

p

0.003

< 0.001

0.003

0.003

Abbreviations: CI 95%, conﬁdence interval of 95% for ICC; Delta, was expressed by the mean  standard error; ICC, intraclass correlation coefﬁcient.

The variation in latency was between 241msec and
327msec with the pure tone and 248msec and 324msec
with speech. The values obtained are within the range
proposed in the literature3 for adolescents and adults (17
to 30 years). There was a slight increase in the general latency
mean in the retest for both stimuli, which also occurred in
another study that analyzed test-retest using the pure tone
stimulus.19 The results suggest that there was no learning
effect in the second assessment, the task did not become
easier, and non-auditory factors such as attention and lack of
motivation may have inﬂuenced the response. These data
disagree with several ﬁndings that showed a slight decline in
latency in the second assessment.10,12,14,17 The authors put
forward several factors to explain the changes observed, such
as the learning effect or a decrease in task difﬁculty due to
previous experience, reduced anxiety, and greater fatigue
control.10,12
Pure tone amplitude exhibited mean values of 9.8µV and
9.3µV in the test-retest, respectively, with a minimum value of
3.0µV and maximum of 25.8µV. For the speech stimulus the
means were 13.8µV (test) and 13.4µV (retest), with a minimum of 5.9µV and maximum of 23.8µV. The minimum and
maximum amplitude values obtained in the sample are
outside the ranges between 10 and 20µV2 and between 5
and 20µV4 suggested in the literature. However, they agree
with another study27 that used a pure tone stimulus to assess
adult women, where amplitude ranges were between 3.24µV

and 24.9µV. This greater variability in responses may be due
to interference from the menstrual cycle, which was not
controlled in the present study and, according to the authors,
can inﬂuence amplitude values.19,27
The auditory stimuli used exhibited a statistically signiﬁcant difference in response values, with higher speech
amplitudes. Test-retest analysis showed no statistical difference between-session, indicating that the wave exhibited no
habituation process.14 The physiology of the P300 wave is
controversial, but there are literature reports that P300
amplitude is correlated with the number of neural sources
that the attention system needs to perform the task, and can
be used to infer the difﬁculty in detecting and discriminating
the stimulus.35,36 In relation to task difﬁculty, it is suggested
that amplitudes be higher for easier discrimination tasks, and
lower for more difﬁcult tasks. Likewise, latency declines when
the discrimination task is easier and rises for more difﬁcult
tasks.35
The data show that the speech stimulus generates a more
robust response than a pure tone. Following the assumption
of task complexity, this study exhibited greater facility with
speech stimulus, showing lower latencies and higher amplitudes for the P300 wave. Our ﬁndings corroborate those of
authors37 that compared nonverbal and verbal stimuli. They
used one word (mommy) as rare stimulus and a 1000 Hz tone
as frequent stimulus. There was no statistically signiﬁcant
difference for P300 latency and P300 amplitudes were higher

Fig. 1 Box Plot Amplitudes.

Fig. 2 Box Plot Latencies.
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with verbal stimulus, with a statistically signiﬁcant difference. These results differ from those of another study38
showing a statistically signiﬁcant difference with higher
latency and lower P300 amplitude, when the verbal stimulus
is used.
The use of speech stimulus showed a lower SD for both test
sessions, as well as lower coefﬁcient of variation values when
compared with pure tones. These data suggest that the speech
stimulus exhibits lower response variability for the P300
wave. Since most studies performed with LLAEP prioritized
the use of nonverbal (pure tones) stimulus to capture the
P300 wave, it is important that further studies be conducted
to compare how these stimuli are processed by the nervous
system, thereby contributing to understanding the different
changes that can involve the auditory system.
The AEP-P300 indicated stable latency and amplitude
measures on the test-retest, with statistically signiﬁcant
agreement. Reliability of P300 amplitude was higher than
latency in the present study, as well as in earlier investigations.10,11,14,15,17 P300 reliability was assessed in other studies and considered satisfactory at different time intervals,
such as intrasession,13–15 days,10,14,15 months,14 and
years.13,16,17 The results indicate that P300 amplitude, calculated based on the difference between waves, is a stable
marker for assessment between sessions, with better reproducibility for the pure tone stimulus. The greater reliability
and methodological advantages of amplitude in relation to
latency should encourage future efforts to clarify its functional signiﬁcance.
Several studies11,13–15,17 have investigated P300 reliability, using the auditory oddball paradigm, with recordings at the Cz site, and reported intersession reliability
(Pearson’s correlation coefﬁcient) for P300 latency ranging
from 0.48 to 0.73, and amplitude between 0.51 and
0.62.13–15,17 Studies that conduct a retest at the same
session, with recordings at Cz, obtained values ranging
between 0.43 and 0.93 for latency10,11,13–15,17 and 0.50
and 0.89 for amplitude.11,13–15,17 For young adults, studies
have shown satisfactory correlation for the retest at the
same session or with intervals. However, correlations were
slightly higher when they were retested at the same session
than with intervals of years. It is believed that when
participants return to a new session after a period of
time, they may be in another state, that is, more or less
tired, alert, healthy, among others, which suggests lower
correlation with higher time intervals.17
The correlation coefﬁcients for latency using both auditory
stimuli in the present study are within the range reported in
the literature,15 indicating moderate agreement. For analysis
of amplitude, agreement was excellent for pure tones and
good for speech. This study obtained high response reproducibility, conﬁrming that the P300 wave is a reliable measure,
with signiﬁcant stability in repetition measures, as well as for
observing differences caused by physiological changes.10
These ﬁndings are in agreement with the literature, which
indicates good reliability in P300 measures, in normal young
adults, when test-retest is conducted, and favor its application for the study of normal and altered cognitive processes.
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Conclusion
In conclusion, the present study provided data indicating
more robust amplitude responses for the speech stimulus
when compared with pure tones, with a statistically signiﬁcant difference. The LLAEP-P300 exhibited stability in latency
and amplitude measures when the test-retest is applied, and
statistically signiﬁcant agreement. Amplitude reliability was
higher than that of latency, with excellent agreement when
the pure tone stimulus was used.
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